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Get thicker fuller hair, the easy way, with the scientifically advanced hair care system. Keranique
hair rejuvenating system has breakthrough hair care products designed to maximize the results
when it comes to improving the appearance of your hair. The Keranique system has some of the
best known and proven hair care solutions to help you fight your hair loss problems.

With Keranique advanced hair care system, it is possible to get thicker fuller hair and make those
confident moves again. Keranique system consists of five products, specifically developed to target
thinning hair. Here is a closer look at how these products work to make your hair look and feel better.

â€¢	Improve Hair Manageability and Control Frizz With Keranique

The Revitalizing shampoo is a powerful way to protect the youthful looks of your hair. It has
antioxidants and vitamins to keep your hair and scalp nourished and healthy. The hydrolyzed keratin
in the product forms a protective shield and keeps the hairâ€™s cuticle guarded from external UV
damage. The sulfate free and pH balanced shampoo visually improves the hairâ€™s luster, texture and
smoothness. It is a great way to keep hair detangled and improve its manageability. It also helps
control frizz amazingly well.

The Voluminizing conditioner gives your hair that ultimate shine and softness. It is an assured way
to get thicker fuller hair and improve its volume, texture and smoothness. The conditioner contains
hydrolyzed keratin which keeps the hair cuticle protected from external UV damage. The conditioner
has other valuable ingredients to safeguard hair from damage against humidity and from the
extreme heat that most hair styling products generate.

Keranique shampoo and conditioner do not contain harmful sulfate SLS which makes them the ideal
hair care products for use on color treated hair. Fuller looking hair is no more a distant dream with
this scientifically advanced and proven hair care system.

â€¢	Approved Ingredients Make Keranique System Safe for Use

If you find hair manageability has become a tough chore with every passing day because of your
thinning hair problems, it is time to have a closer look at your hair care routine and products.
Keranique hair care system is especially designed to work with a womanâ€™s biochemistry. The hair
regrowth solution for women is a clinically proven solution to help hair re-grow. It helps women get
thicker fuller hair. The formulation contains the only FDA approved ingredient for hair loss -
Minoxidil. Hundreds of women with thinning hair have recovered from the embarrassment of hair
loss with Keranique hair regrowth system.

All the products in the system are specially developed to target thinning hair and designed keeping
in view the hair care needs of a woman. The ingredients help rejuvenate hair and increases hair
manageability and volume. Keranique products restore that lustrous look and fullness by improving
hair texture. The scientifically advanced formula is a roaring success as hundreds of women have
benefited from using the products to get that fuller look for their hair and to reduce the appearance
of thinning hair.
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Now a get thicker fuller hair without having to use expensive and invasive hair treatment methods. a
Keranique hair care products like a sulfate free shampoo contains clinically proven and safe
ingredients to give your hair its full appearance back.
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